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INTENSE LOWER-HYBRID WAVE PENETRATION AND
CURRENT DRIVE IN REACTOR-GRADE PLASMAS

Abstract

Applying lower-hybrid power in short, intense pulses can overcome Landau
damping, allowing penetration into the core of reactor-grade plasmas. We present
a theoretical description of the absorption and parametric stability of the pulses,
and show results of ray-tracing calculations which include the absorption calcula-
tion. Consideration of the absorption and potential source availability lead to the
consideration of 5-10 GW peak power, 30-100 ps pulses for ITER, and ,., 2 MW, 20
ps pulses for a proof-of-principle experiment in the Microwave Tokamak Experiment l
(MTX).

Recent numerical studies have confirmed that current drive by conventional
CW lower-hybrid power in reactor-grade tolcamak plasmas is restricted to the
outer periphery [1]. However, application of lower-hybrid power in short, intense
pulses e,_hances penetration by saturating the power absorbed through Landau
damping [2]. We envision multi-GW peak, 100-200 MW average power at 8-
10 GHz driving 10-20 MA of d.c. current, ttef. 2 gave a partial theoretical
description of the absorption and parametric stability of very short (10's of ns)
pulses, such as might be obtained from an induction-linac-driven relativistic
klystron ("regime A'). We have since found that there are significant advantages
to operating with longer pulses ("regime B'), with durations rp comparable to
the collisional relaxation time Vr of the nonlinear plateau (of width Au in parallel
velocity u). We present here a theory of the nonlinear absorption and ray-
tracing results valid for this regime, and an improved description of parametric
instabilities valid in either regime.

The absorption physics depends on rp. For rp << rr, the absorbed power
Pa is dominated by the energy £0 required to initially create the plateau in
the absence of collisions. For the multi-ns regime described in /tef. 1, rp is
less than a transit time, so that C0 o¢ rp and (P), the absorbed power aver-
aged over the pulse duration and extent, is independent of rp. For vp long
enough that ali electrons on a flux surface pass through the beam, (P) o¢ r -1.
For still-longer times, collisional dissipation during the pulse is important. _or
small Auu, the dissipation can be calculated by a boundary-layer analysi._
of a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation (obtained by assurtfing that the
perpendicular variation is Maxwellian) which can be written in the form [3]:

OFOr = :DTv(2+ Z)v30/Ou[(Te/meua)O/Ou+ 1/u2]F where _Dis the r.f. oper-
ator (not necessarily diffusive), F is the electron distribution function integrated

over perpendicular velocity, vt = (2Te/me) 1/2, and v = 4wnee4A/m_va_ with A
the Coulomb logarithm, and Z is the effective charge state. The bound=,ry- o
layer analysis proceeds as follows" divide u space into subresonant, resonant, i
and super-resonant regions, I, II, and III respectively; consider 7) to be domi-
nant in region II, so that Fir _ constant. The absorbed power can be expressed
in terms of T'/x, OFH/Ot, and OFI.Hs/Ou evaluated at the boundary with re-
gion II. These in turn can be obtained by changing variables from u to parMlel

energy £tl, introducing g = Fexp(£11/Te), treating as constant the coefficients
of the £11derivatives of g, and solving via Laplace transforms° Defining the

absorption coefficient c_ = (S-ldS/d._), where S is the r.f. energy flux and 8
denotes length along a ray, we find, ibr r_ _<T_,

nac ['l'evtHe -_ PACNAe -_ ]
"= A_5' [_--_77_ + _/4 -t-,).7;v_h,(u2/u,) A(erfe_/2)j (1)71" (21)7"p)1/ 2 " Au

where Ax - x2 -xi, with ] al ld 2 derioting values at eitiler side of region
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II, P = u(2+ Z), e = £11/Te, AC and Ab are the areas of the flux surface
be m,respectively,= --3KA + =

u/vt, and K = _rl/2(2Afi)-_A(erf d/2). The terms in Eq. (1) are associated
with, respectively, the energy to establish the nonlinear collisionless plateau
("NL'), the transient dissipation of the boundary layers at either end of the
plateau ("BL"), and steady collisional dissipation of the plateau ("SS"). For
narrow plateaus, these terms scale as the third, second, and first powers of
the plateau width. Note that the BL and SS terms become equal for _'p

• (2/_r)u-l(2 + Z)-l_sl_(Au/u) 2, which is a "fraction of the plateau relaxation
time, while the NL term is small. This choice of rp is a good compromise

I between penetration and source technology considerations. A generalization of
F-xi. (1) to relativistic parallel dynamics is straightforward and will be described
in a forthcoming paper; the most important relativistic corrections axe captured
by using the relativistic energy in Eq. (1), which we do in the ray-tracing
calculations described below.

A sample comparison between the analytic expression for the power ab-
sorbed, -Pa = O_AbS, and the numericM result from the Fokker-Planck code
CQL[4] is shown in Fig. 1. We compare a nonrelativistic case with the following
parameters: ne = 1 x 102° m -s, Z = 1, Te = 25 keV, o = 3.21, and ez = 3.92

corresponding to Au/u = 0.1 and parallel index of refraction• NII = 1.7. A
large, constant diffusion coefficient in the parallel, velocity direction is applied
between el and e2. Flattening of the initially MaxweUian distribution takes
place in about 10 -7 s. After this time, the power is determined by the three
terms in Eq. (1). These terms each dominate in a different range of v_ as indi-
cated in the figure. The agreement between the theory and code is ge "_dexcept
for long times where the theory over estimates the absorption by about 30%,
and where the 1-D and boundary-layer approximation_ used in the theory are
invalid. The overestimate may actually be somewhat larger _ the code result
tends to decrease somewhat as the number of grid points increases; Fig. 1 was
obtained using 160 points in both the speed and pitch-angle coordinates.

The plateau width is a function of both the power density and the spectral

width 6NII , and is well-approximated by [(_NII/NII) _"+(Au/u)_] 112, where (Au)t
is the trapping width for a single-Nii wave. We obtain (Au)t by c_lculating the
action enclosed by the separtrix from the electrostatic Hamilton, and reluting

' the parallel electric field to 8 from the polarization and dispersion relations.
The result is

' (Au/u)_ __ 1.4[,S±(GW/m2)/NII]ll4A-11S(G/£11)ll2(IOGHz/f) _12 (2)

where f is the wave frequency, A is the ion mass in AMU, G - y1/2(1 -
, y-2)-114(1 + X2) -112, X -" Wpe/Wce, y = W/WZh, and w, Wpe, wee and (dlh are,

respectively, the wave, electron-plasma, electron-cyclotron, and lower-hybrid
frequencies. We have verified Eq. (2) with orbit-code calculations. This width
is significant, of order 10%, even for the application of continuous lower-hybrid
power at the 50-100 MW level for driving current in the edge of an ITER-like
plasma.

The opacity for both regimes A and B and the nonlinear plateau width
have been incorporated into the ACCOME ray-tracing and current-drive code
which was developed within the framework of LLNL.MIT-JAERI collaboration
[5]. The code evaluates power deposition as a function of flux surface for model
temperature and density profiles and numerically computed equilibria. Addi-
tionally, the code provides essential information on the trajectory of rays and
the degree of spreading of the NII spectrum as the rays propagate. We find that,
with ITER-like parameters [he(0) = 8 × ]019 rn -a, 7_(0) = T,.(0) = 34 keV, and
[to = 4.85 T], ra,ys frorn plausible l_uncher lr)ca,tions can pass nettr the center
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with acceptable Nii , and that, while the mean NI! shifts somewhat, the spectral
width remains narrow and nearly constant until the rays pass their distance
of closest approach to the plasma center and subsequently broadens. Figure 2

shows a comparison of absorption profiles for a regime B scenario (9 GW_ 85
#s, 8 GHz pulses launched with 5NH/Nli = .05 about Nii = 1.8 from 18 m of
launcher area; the ray shown is launched from 2 m above the midplane) and
a conventional scenario (100 MW continuous power from 2 m2 launcher area;
other parameters the same). The pulsed power penetrates to the core (iL fact,
to somewhat beyond the center for the chosen parameters) while the continuous
power does not. Comparable penetration can also be achieved for regime A [2]_
but requires an order-of-magnitude higher power density (possibly confiicth,g

with parametric-instability requirements) and long, narrow launchers which fol-
low field lines around the torus (a difficult engineering feat even for a single,

• known magnetic equilibrium). The absorption in regime B is dependent only
on the beam area, not on the shape or number of launcher arrays. We view
regime B as preferable, even though it requires a source development program
for reactor applications. Note that, even though the pulses are much longer and
more energetic than those for regime A [2], _he energy per pulse is a small frac-
tion of the plasma energy content, and maintenance of a d.c. current I ,,_ 10"20
MA would require a repetition period short compared to energy-confinement or
current-penetration times. Hence fluctuatians in the temperature and current
will be small.

Because the absorption is single-pass _md in the high-temperature core
of the plasma, the current-drive efficiency should be as given by the narrow-
spectrum results of Karney and Fisch (Fig. 3 of l_f. 6). In particular, the
momentum-conserving corrections to the test-particle efficiency should be ap-
preciable, yielding efficiencies _ = he(102°/m3)I(A)t_(m)/Pa(W) _; 0.5, where
R is the major radius.

A detailed theoretical investigation of p_zametric decay instabilities (PDI)
has been carried out. The growth rates have been computed numerically Using
the hot plasma PDI dispersion relationship, valid in the large amplitude regime
[7]. The dominant instability is decay into lower-hybrid sideband modes and ion-
cyclotron quasi-mode_. Convective stabilization can be achieved by restricting
the launcher dimensions in the toroidal and/or poloidal directions. We have
evaluated the thermal fluctuation level, and obtained the conditions for pump
wave depletion. We find that the usual convective threshold power may be Q

increased by a factor of four before pump depletion sets in. Even including this
effect, regime A requires a narrow launcher height (_ 20 cm) or short pulse
length(_ 20 ns). In regime B the launcher height is increased to 40-60 cm and
the width L_ can be ,,_ 1 m. PDI is most important near the plasma periphery
where T _ 1 keV and n _ 2 x 1019 m -3. Here, the growth rates are largest
for modes driven by the parallel electric field of the pump wave, and decay
waves are stabilized by Landau damping beyond the separatrix. Considering
the finite radial distance between the separatr[x and the launcher (_ 10 cm
in ITER), we find that pump-wave depletion is avoided for power densities
_< 0.5 GW/m _. Furthermore, in at least regime B we estimate that the PDI
modes will locally generate a non-Maxwellian distribution, which should heat
edge electrons and tend to stabilize the modes by Landau damping. Hence,
even without total convective stabilization, we expect a saturated PDI spectrum
without causing pump depletion. Experimental results which support this thesis
can be found in Kel. 8. We have examined ponderomotive density depletion
effects. These should be small (A_n/n <_ 0.1 in regime B). We also consider
the scattering of the incoming lower hybrid wave by low frequency background
fluctuations. Present estimates indicate acceptably small scattering for the
expected fluctuation levels.

Finally, we note that a l}roof-of-principle test could be done 01l the Mi-
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crowave Tokamak Experiment MTX. Using the modified ACCOME code, we

find that 2 MW, 20 #s, NII = 5, narrow-spectrum pulses at 4.6 GHZ from a 640

cm 2 launcher (which would be mounted between ports) can penet, ate to the
core, while shorter or lower-amplitude pulses, or pulses from a smaller launcher,

do not. The experiment would attempt to confirm these predictions. Typical

parameters for such an experiment would be he(O) _ 2-3×1019 m -3, _(0) g 5
keV, and B0 = 5 T.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Comparison of Fokker-Planck-code and analytic results for pulse-aver-
aged absorbed power vs. pulse duration.

Fig. 2. Comparison of absorption for (3 GW pulsed- and 100 MW continuous-
power ITER cases: (a) ray penetration for pulsed case; each tick mark corre-
sponds to absorption of 10 0_ of the incident power; (b) same for continuous
case; (c) power absorbed vs. normalized toroidal magnetic flux • for pulsed "
(solid curve) and contiuuous (dashed curve) cases. I
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